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3 100 West Broadway, Suite 990N83] Gendsle, casi Ju. 528
Q 8 | Telephone: (818) 502.5600 Shenty, ad
INT a | Facsimie: (18) 241-2653 Oey

i *| Attorney for Paint,
6|Gregg Rocky” Brooks

7
. SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
5 FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

| 10 BC713123
(GREGG "ROCKY" BROOKS Case No:

n
Plaintif, ‘Complaint for Damages:

uw 1) Assault and Batery
2) Intentional Inficton of Emotional

z v : Distress
Bu 3)Negigence
232 |JoHN C DEPP, an individual, MIRIAM | 4) Negiigence-Respondeat Superior
233 15 |SEGAL an individual; BRAD FURMAN, an| 5) Negligent Hiring and Retention of Unfit
&4z |individual: GooD Fv PRODUCTIONS | Empiyee
317 16] us. ING. a New York Corporation; 6) Negigent Supervisionof Employee:
5 |; [INFINITUM NIHLL, A Calfornian 7) Hostile Work Environment
& Corporation; And DOES 1.50 8) Wrongful Termination in Violation of
Fa Public Policy
2 9) Retaliation

1 10) Negigent fiction of Emotional
Distress2

2
2
»n Plain, Gregg Rocky” rocks bigs his complaint against Defendants, FEE&| £5
24|Depp. Miriam Segal, Brad Furman, Good Film Productions US, Inc., gs Eafe 3 EH
15|DOES 1.50, inclusive, based upon th folowing alegations: g2gpv-se| 70
x vee Che
S| 1 This court has jurisdiction over this action and Defendants pursuant to Calfofig; 2 8
2 43|CodeofCivil Procedure § 410.10. This is a civil action wherein the matter in controvergy
2 exclusiveof interest and costs, exceedsthe jurisdictional minimumofthe Sue 2
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1|Defendants, curing mes relevant to this action, have conducted substantial, systematic
2|and continuous commercial activites in Calforia
3] 2 Venues proper n tis judicial dist pursuant to California CodeofCi Procedure
465.395 (a) and 395.5 as atleast some of the acts and omissions complained of in this

; action occured in the County of Los Angeles in the State of Calfornia. Each of the
, |Defendants either owns property, maintains an ofc, ransacts business, engages in
| nancial operations, has an agent or agents witin the Gountyof Los Angeles, andlor

+ orvise foun wii CountyofLos Angeles, and each of ne Defendants is vithin
ee seston Gtrepstontome. |

PARTIES
| "15. Gregg “Rocky” Books (PLAINTIFF) is an ndvidual and is now and, at al times

"| mentioned in tis complain, was residing inthe Countyof Los Angeles, State of Calforia
12[l 4. John C. Depp (DEPP? is an individual and is now and, at all times mentioned in {

213 nis complaint, was residing in the County of Los Angeles, State of Calon.
£812]. um Seg SEGAL an ivi ais nw a, a at ras manic
EE

! tH 16 a5 "LABYRINTHorthe PRODUCTION? doing substantial business in te state of |
$38 17|attorni, including fiming the movie the LABYRINTH on location in Los Angeles County.
£15] 6. brad Fuman CFURMAN' is an ndhidual an i now and, at al times mentioned n i
“1g iis complaint, was th directorof the LABYRINTH, doing substantia business n the state i

20 [of Calfornia, including filming the LABYRINTH on focation in Los Angeles Coury j
oo] 7 Good im produtons US, ne. (G00 FILS" is a ew Yak Grpraton wich |
42| alo registeredto do business in and is doing business in the State of Calfornia, County
33 |of Los Angeles with offices at 150 S. Rodeo Drive, Third Floor, Beverly Hil, CA 80212. !
Ja| 8 Ifitum Ni (INFINITUM) is now and, at al times mentioned in ts compat, i
5 | Wasa Catfornia Corporation acing busines i the State of Calforia wih ofces at 21700
gOStet Sue 40. icodand His, Oh 91387 i

: 9. PLAINTIFF is ignorant of the tre names and capacties of Defendants sued herein
2 . 25 DOES | trough 50, inclusive, and therefore sues these Defendants by such fttous
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1 names. PLAINTIFF will amend tris complaint to allege their rue names and capacities i
2|when ascertained
3 10.Atall times herein mentioned, each Defendant, including the fictiously named DOE.
4 |Defendants, werethe partners, servants, agents, joint venturrs, o employees of each of

the remaining Defendants and were acting vith the course and scape oftheir posiion,
| sence. agency, venture, or employment. PLAINTIFF is informed and believes and
 |inereon ateges that each Defendant ratifies, approved, and adopted the conduct of the
oer tenants

of 1pLaNTIE i ntormed ana veseves and thereon sieges rt ean fhe
aforementioned Defendants iter acted or caused acion tooccurwhich caused damages
io panier.

" cn suzanne
_1a| 120n2017, PLAINTIFF was retained as the Location Manager for the feature fim
55 14|LABYRINTHbyGOOD FILMS,
ie 15 13.Atall times relevant herein, SEGAL was one ofthe producers of LABYRINTH and
4 16 the founding manager of GOOD FILMS.

a "71 14 Atal times relevant herein, GOOD FILMS was oneofthe production companies
2 esponstle or tne proucion of LABYRINTH

31] 16.Ataltimes relevant herein, DEPP was one ofthe stars” of the LABYRINTH and a
22| director for the production company INFINITUM,
23] 17.Atall times relevant herein, INFINITUM was oneofthe production companies
24|responsivi for the production of LABYRINTH.

_ | 18.0n or about Api 13,2017, LABYRINTH vas fiming in Dowtow Los Angeles,
5 2 iste amt aroun the arty Hor(saroLAY),

: a
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| 1 19.Fiiming permits were obtained from FimLA & Contract Services (FILM LA)

2 | allowing filming from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. The permits provided that fiming outside the

3|BARCLAY was to end at 7:00 p.m. and fiming inside the BARCLAY was to end at 10.00

4 p.m. As Location Manager, it was PLAINTIFF's responsibility tomake sure the.

*| PRODUCTION was complying iththe permit requirements and to aise with FILM LA if

© any issues arose

: 20. SEGAL approached PLAINTIFF and requested he try and extend the hours of the

5 [Permit inorder to accommodate the needs of production and to accommodate DEPP, who
Jo|wanted todirecttwo friends in an expanded version of the scene previously schedued for
1 { he day
121 21.PLAINTIFF and SEGAL then approached the FILMLAsite monitory, Jason Gonet

3 13|(GONET"), to discuss the needsofproduction and the parametersofthe permit

| 25. "| exenson ater evenings of SEGAL nos for proucion te FILM La prtfi
FI 1 ves contac anesponsefre gnvsgars

| 43} 1; 22s ming continues, it became apparent that additonal ime was needed and
42 13| SEGAL again requested PLAINTIFF obtain a permit extension.

19] 23 PLANTIFF and GONET again contacted he FILM LA permit fe and were

20 {| granted a final extension for filming. Thenewfiming permits weresetto expire at 11:00

2! pm. outside the BARCLAY and at 12:00 a.m. inside the BARCLAY.

44 | Sir, that time was runing out and tha he current “shot would have tobe the ast
25| exterior “shot ofthe night

| S26]  25.Wnile PLAINTIFF was relaying the information regarding th last shat o the 1st AD,
2 27|FURMAN interected, instructing PLAINTIFF, “why don't you tell that to Jonny Depp!”

| 2 28||FURMAN did this knowing that DEPP would not be happy about the restriction.
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+I 25.08PP was not he director on LABYRINTH and therefore there was no reason for
2| PLAINTIFF to directly notify DEPP of fiming restrictions. Furthermore, based on custom

3 {and practice on movie productions, FURMAN should never have instructed PLAINTIFF to

4 speak withorgive instruction to DEPP regarding production matters i
S| 27.PLAINTIFF, feeling he had no choicebutto do as he was instructed, agreed to relay

© [ine messageto DEPP. However, knowing DEPP may become upsst and feeling the need

! to protect himself, PLAINTIFF started approaching the nearby, on-set LAPD officer Jim

||"Big" Rigg to get his assistance in relaying the message to DEPP.

10] 28.Before PLAINTIFF coud reach the LAPD Officer, DEPP accosted PLAINTIFF and
11|began attacking him, angriy screaming in his face “WHO THE FUCK ARE YOU? YOU
12|HAVE NO RIGHT TO TELL ME WHAT TO DOI"

5 "| 20.PLANTIEF remained caim and professional explained who he was and tha, as
% . Location Manager, it was his responsibilty to make sure the PRODUCTION complied with
£5, [vepemircqienens.
E51 17 30.ho atercaton continued win DEPP screaming | CON'T GIVE A FUCK WHO YOU !
£2 15| ARE AND YOU CANT TELLME WHATTO DOF |
© wl saesame time, while screaming at PLAINTIFF, DEPP angrily and forcefully

20| punched PLAINTIFF twice in the lower lef side of his rib cage and causing pain.

2 32. Despite having just been punched in the side, PLAINTIFF maintained his

. composure. When PLAINTIFF did not react to DEPP's satisfaction after being punched,

34|DEPP yelled “| WILL GIVE YOU ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS TO PUNCH ME
35|NTHE FAGE RIGHT NOWI PLAINTIFF sil dd ot react ad DEPP continued to scream

S26 ||and berate him in frontof a set full of people until DEPP's own bodyguards physically

£27] removed DEPP rom he scene.
Som
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J| 38 Tvoughout the altercation, PLAINTIFF noticed that DEPPs breath reeked of
2 [atconal
3 34 PLAINTIFF is informed, beleves and thereon allages that DEPP had been drinking
4 |alcohol and using drugs throughout the day on set.

5|| 35.0n the Monday following the incident, Apr 16, 2017, PLAINTIFF retuned to the
©|production offcetowor on wrapping out the show. Upon ara, PLAINTIFF was

3 ue the PRODUCTION. When PLAINTIFF dectined to write sucha statement, is services,
10 were terminated immediately
i FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

Assault and Battery
n (Against DEFENDANT Depp and DOES 1.50)
13] 3 PLAINTIFF incorporates Paragraphs 1 through 35 herein the same as though fly

4514 lsetoutin this Cause of Acton at ength.
i 15| 37.0n or about April 13, 2017, as detailed above, DEPP accosted PLAINTIFF, got in
il 14 ss, and proces t scram an ete PLANT sci PLAINTIF nerof
£5 [rami or ofensive contact
# 1g] 38 1ndoing the above-alleged acts, DEP intendedto teaten PLAINTIFF and put

20 [him in apprehension of armiul contact with his person.
21 39.Asa result of DEP's act, PLAINTIFF was, in fac, pied in great apprehension of
22|harmful contact with his person.
| 40.Whie screaming and threatening PLAINTIFF, DEPP maliciously and forcefully
2|punched PLAINTIEF vic in the fower left side of is io cage

S27 contactuith PLAINTIFF’ person.
S28] 42Atnoime ds PLAINTIFF consent any of he acs of DEPP eged erin
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1 43.As a proximate result of DEPP's acts, PLAINTIFF suffered physical pain and

3 [emotional and psychological injury, ail of which have caused and continue tocause:
3||PLAINTIFF psychological and emotional distress. As a result of these injuries, PLAINTIFF

4 ||has suffered general damages.

3|| 44.0EPP's aforementionedconductwas willl and malicious and was inended to

¢ oppress and cause injury to PLAINTIFF. PLAINTIFF is therefore entitiedto an award of

cee
: secon cause o scion |Intentional Infiction of Emotional Distress
1 (Against DEFENDANT Dopp andDOES 1.50)
11| 45 PLAINTIFF incorporates Paragraphs 1 trough 44 herein the same as though uly
12||setoutin this CauseofActionatlength. '

3 3 46. DEPP verbally and physically attacked PLAINTIFF in frontofthe cast andcrewof

5% 14 ine PRODUCTION, berating and demeaning PLAINTIFF for doing what FURMAN !
12 5 henesanoso
i . 47.DEPP's conduct was intentional and malicious and done for the purpose of causing :
32 " PLAINTIFF to suffer humiliation, mental anguish, and emotional and physical distress |

“g| 48.452 proximate result of DEP's yeling, demeaning, and punching PLAINTIFF, |
20| PLAINTIFF suffered pain, severe humiliation, mena! anguish, and emotional and physical
21| distress, and has been injured in mind and body.
= ‘THIRDCAUSEOFACTION» Nogligence

(Against DEFENDANT Depp and DOES 1.50)
2% 49. PLAINTIFF incorporates Paragraphs 1 through 48 herein the same as though fully

- 25| set out in this CauseofActon at length.

S21 50.0n or about Api 13,2017, DEPP negigenty, carelssy and ecissy harmed
£2 [rane insu ammaepics PLATE in tersintri
- contact and caused his fist to make harmful violent contact with PLAINTIFF’ body.
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J 51a ditectand proximate resuit of the negligent caress, reckless and uriawiul
2|conduct of DEPP, PLAINTIFF suffered pain, severe humiliation, mental anguish, and
3|emotional and physica stress, and has been injured in mind and body
4

3 FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
5 Negligent - Respondeat Superior

(Against All Defendants)
7| 52. PLAINTIFF incorporates Paragraphs1 through 51 herein the same as though fully
8 set outin ths Cause of Actonat length.
9
Jo 5A times heron mentioned, DEPP vas an agent and employeeof GOOD FILMS,
" [ever SEGAL, and FURMAN, and, in doing the act herein described and referred
1210 vas acing nthe course and within hs scope of is autor s agent an employee.

PE I inthe transaction ofthe businessof the employment or agency. GOOD FILMS,
£5.14, SEAL snd FURAN rrloanif699 50
22515 | neretotore alleged
315 16il EIETH CAUSE OF ACTION
En Negligent Hiring and Retention of Uniit Employee
=, (Against All Defendants)
i 54 PLAINTIFF incorporates Paragraphs 1 though 53 herein the same as though fully1

30 stoutin hs Cause of Aco at ent.
1 S5.PLAINTIFE i informed and believes and thereon alleges that in doing the acts as
22|here alleges, GOOD FILMS, INFINITUM, SEGAL, and FURMAN knew or. in the exercise
23 of reasonable diigence, should have known that DEPP was Incompetent and unfit and that
24|an undue risk to persons such as PLAINTIFF would exist because of the employment.
| 56 PLAINTIFF is informed and believes and thereon alleges that DEPP was underthe

<2z influence of arugs and! or alcohol while working on set. i
gu i
Syl] STPLANTIEF is informed and belisves and thereon alleges tht at all fmes mentioned
Z| herein GOOD FILMS, INFINITUM, SEGAL, and FURMAN knew or, in the exercise of

SS
Compl or Damage |
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| | [reasonable diigence, should have known that DEPP was under the influence of drugs and
2 {for alcohol.

3| 58.PLAINTIFF is further informed and believes and thereon alleges that DEPPhas a
# | volate temper and becomes easly agitated and hostie towards others.
S| 59. PLAINTIFF is informed and believes and thereon alleges that GOOD FILMS,

© | SEGAL, INFINITUM, and FURMAN knew or, in the exercise of reasonable diigence,
| ! should have known that DEPP has a volatile temper and becomes easily agitated and

| 5 |nostie towards others.
{ 10] 60. PLAINTIFF is informed and believes and thereon aleges that GOOD FILMS,
! 11| INFINITUM, SEGAL, and FURMAN knew or, in the exercise of reasonable diligence,

12 {should have known tha, due to is temper and his useofdrugs and or alcohol, DEPP
i . posed a potential dangerto other employees on set, including PLAINTIFF.
die 61. Despite the advance knowledge, GOOD FILMS, INFINITUM, SEGAL, and
i: 2 Fury etined DEPP as an employe in conscious irr forth rigs and sty
3i 17 of others. As a resuit of tis conscious disregard fr the rights of PLAINTIFF, PLAINTIFF is

£5 15 omit oan award of pune damages fam GOOD FILUS, INFINITUM, SEGAL, and
a

2 SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION
2 Negligent Supervision of Employee

(Against All Defendants)
22 62 PLAINTIFF incorporates Paragraphs 1 through 61 herein the same asthough fully
2 let outin ths Causeof Action at length.

1 63 Notwithstanding the knowiedge that DEPP was incompetent and unt and that

S27| FILMS, INFINTUM, SEGAL, and FURMAN fed to decustey supenis DEPP.
! So»
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o| 4 he aire of Go0D FILS, INFINITUM, SEGAL, and FURMAN to adequately
2 supervise DEPP was the proximate causeof PLAINTIFF's injury. Had GOOD FILMS,
3 {INFINITUM SEGAL, and FURMAN properly supenised DEP, he woud not have been
4|intocated on set and he wold not have atiacked PLAINTIFF.

| 31 65 Despite advance knowledge, GOOD FILMS, INFINITUM, SEGAL, and FURMAN
| atowed DEPP to remain on set in conscious isregar forthe rights and safety of ners,
! As a result ofthis conscious disregard for the rights of PLAINTIFF, PLAINTIFF is ented
5 [10 an award of punitive damages fom GOOD FILWS, INFINITUM, SEGAL, and FURMAN.

SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
Fosiile Work Environment

n (Against All Defendants)
12 8 PLAINTIFF incorporates Paragraphs 1 through 65 herein the same as though uly

; 13 fsetoutinthis CauseofActon at feng
£814] 67. PLAINTIFF is normed and believes and hereon aleges that DEPP's intoxication

| i 15|and tere created a hostie, abusive and unsafe workenvironmentwhich eventually
ii *% esuted in PLAINTIFF bing assautedby DEPP during fimig.
$2771 oo PLANTi ome and eves anderson ages at FURMAN' conus
#19 on set incuding, but not mite to, negigenty delegating is duty to direct the

20 [PRODUCTION to DEPP and negigenty nsructing PLAINTIFF to act outside the scape of
21 is responsive and drecty inform DEPP ha iming needed to cease created and or
22|contiuted to the creation ona host, abusive, and unsafe work envionment wich
22 eventually resulted in PLAINTIFF being assaulted by DEPP dung ming
21 60. PLANTIFF is informed and bliss and thereon aleges tat GOOD FLV,
» INFINITUM, SEGAL, and FURMAN knew or, inth exercise of reasonable diigence,
47 shui have known at DEPP’ benaverwasretin a hot, unsafe work

Sas fenicamen
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1| + 70.PLANTIEE is informed and beteves and thereon ateges that GoD FiLus,
| 2| INFINITUM, SEGAL, and FURMAN knew or, in the exercise of reasonable dilgence,
| 3 should have known that FURMAN's behavior was creating a hostie, une work
| london

$1 71.PLAINTIFF i informed and beves and thereon ages that despite being aware
© rt DEPP ongoing proses on sat wer reaing a hostile, unaf wrkeven

| 7 500 FILS INFINTUM, SEGAL, an FURAN id rating to emecy satan
5 72 PLAINTIFF i informed and beives and thereon alleges tha not any did GOOD

| 10 | FILMS, INFINITUM, SEGAL, and FURMAN not attempt o remedy the situation, but
| 11 |FURMAN further exasperated the situation when he instructed PLAINTIFF to personally

12| approach DEPP and inform him tha ming needed to sto.
© 3 P| 73 PLANTIFF is informed and beteves an thereon aleges tha despite being aware

. {that FURMAN's behavior on set was creatinga hostie, unsafe work environment, GOOD
£52 evs, menu, seca, nd rossiin mes asin
31 17] 7.The conauctof GOOD FILMS, INFINITUM, SEGAL, and FURMAN and DEPP vas

i £ 1s| a substantial factor in PLAINTIFF being assaulted and battered on set.
1 EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION
2 Wrongful Termination in Violation of Public Policy /

(Against Defendants Good Films, Infiitam, and Segal)
21 75.PLAINTIFF incorporates Paragraphs 1 through 74 herein the same as though full
22| setoutin this CauseofAcon at length.
22| 76.0n or about Apr 16, 2017, afte the assault and battery incident mentioned herein,

2 27 aoens orth asst and batry incident whic occurred on Apr 1, 2017
| Hi
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| 77.GOOD FILMS’, INFINITUM's, and SEGAL's demand goes against public policy as it

2 | deprives individuals, such as PLAINTIFF,of an important legal right. PLAINTIFF had a

3| legal right to seek redress for injuries arising out ofa workplace assault and battery

4||through a civil action.

3 78.When PLAINTIFF refused to execute any such declaration, GOOD FILMS,

° INFINITUM, and SEGAL retaliated by terminating PLAINTIFF on the spot. |

71 79.8 ester oom Fs, we, na SEAL con,Lan sures] |
5 |/harm. nclucing tos earnings and other employment beefs, humilation and |
+o embarassment and mente anus. |
11] 80.1n doing the acts set orth herein, GOOD FILMS, INFINITUM, and SEGAL knew the |
12|conduct required of PLAINTIFF was unlawful and violated PLAINTIFF's rights. Despite |

2" is knowledge, GOOD FILM, INFINITUM, and SEGAL subjected PLAINTIFF to unjust |
£5 rari consous droga or PLANTIE gis demarsegr ar is rg |
$15 sort rsho GOOO LMS NENT rd SEGAL rt. by
£51 17 and trough thei agents, warrants the assessmentofpunitive damages.
FI NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION
i Retallation

19 (Against Defendants Good Films, Infinitum, and Segal)
20|  81.PLAINTIFF incorporates Paragraphs 1 thro 80 herein the sameas though fully
21 setoutinths Cause ofActonat ength
22] 82.The dischargeof an employee in retaliation for resisting employer's unlawful

2|demands made in violation of laws that secure important publi policies disregards those

2|ices, and givesriseto acommon law action in tort.

g X r———————;
© 27 [assaulted and batered on st by another employee/agent under Defendants’ contol
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, [600 FILS, INFINITUM, and SEGAL viaaton of PLAINTIFF'sleg ights is:
3| inconsistent and hostie to the publics intrest.

| 3|| 84.45 a result of GOOD FILMS, INFINITUM, and SEGAL conduct, PLAINTIFF suffered
| + Dram ems ssrge ant ator mires bret Frits
i [embarrassment and mental anguish.

| : 85.G00D FILMS, INFINITUM, and SEGAL committed the acts aleged herein
| | oppressive and malicious. withthe wrong intention of inring PLAINTIFF, it

: 10 | hat GOOD FILMS, INFINITUM, and SEGAL demanded PLAINTIEF waive his legal right or
! 11 ose his ob. Thus, PLAINTIFF is ented to recover punitive damages fiom Defendants

2 TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
Cn Negligent fiction of Emotional Distress

: (Against All Defendants)
| 3E 14] 00 PLANTIF ncorprates Pragaph 1 tough 5 mrein he sme ss hough ly
vo i 15 | cet out inthis CauseofAction at length

i 4 o 87. PLAINTIFF is informed and believes and thereon alleges GOOD FILHS,
[587 |vemun, seat and FURMAN knew or, shad ave known, that thi fir to

jg [exercise due cae in iing DEPP, supervising DEPP and maintaininga sae work
; 20| environment would place employees, such as PLAINTIFF, in danger.
! 21 8.G00D FILWS, INFINITUM, SEGAL, and FURMAN fale to conrol DEPP's

22| conduct while on st, as herein alleged, proximately caused PLAINTIFF to suffer pain,
22| humiiaion severe emotional distr, and mental suffering
x 89 Furthermore, GOOD FILMS, INFINITUM’, and SEGAL’ wrongful termination of

|g gg [PLAINTIFF caused PLANTIE to sufer uma severe emotional ses and mental
3 suring
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J| S0.PLAINTIFF i informed and believes and thereon alleges that GOOD FILS, 1
2 INFINITUM, SEGAL, and FURMAN negligent conduct, as alleged here, was the proximate '

cause of is severe emotional tess, hmiation, and menta suffering
A PRAYERFORRELIEF
5|Wherefore, Gragg “Rocky” Backs, prays for ugment against John G. Depp, Miriam
©| Segal, Brad Furman, and Good Fim Productions, Inc, Infinitum Nil and eachofthem as
i follows:
'J For Genera damagesto be proven ati
10 2. ForPunitive damages to beprovenattrial;

n 3. For costofsuit herein incurred;

12 4. For such oer and further allesthis Court may deem just and proper.
a
ion
iif 15| Dated: 2/5) BAKER, OLSON, LeCROY &DANIELIAN
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